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About This Game

Achromatic is a minimalist puzzle game about connecting dots in order to transform them all to one cohesive color. Draw a
straight line between two dots of the same color to paint the dots between them. However, you can only change dots of one color

at a time. You'll quickly encounter unique dots with exciting properties. For example the square dot lets you change the
direction of your line, or the triangle dots are synchronized such that changing one of them changes all of them.

Achromatic features an original and relaxing sound track to accompany its polished minimalist aesthetic. Its smooth difficulty
curve will teach you the mechanics and gently ease you into more difficult levels. All levels were carefully designed by hand to
ensure the best puzzling experience possible. For those craving a challenge, bonus levels are available after beating the game to

really test your logic skills.

Features:

60 handcrafted level plus 10 challenging bonus levels

Unique dots with special properties

An undo button to encourage experimentation and prevent frustration

Color blind mode
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Alright, first off I've owned many games on Steam. This is by far the first review I'll be making for a game. Even though I've
only played it for a few minutes, it's definitely something I'll be launching quite a bit more.

Does it have:

-The Donald
-Overpowered Russian Oligarchs
-Emails
-Global Warming
-Cheeky referneces to current Geopolitical events
-Lastly, I can finally get to see these people duke it out a la Street Figher style.

In all, this game is awesome. Love it.. Where's the bathroom on this thing?. I really enjoy this software! Coppercube may be
more graphically limited than other engines out there; but if you only have integrated graphics like me you cannot run other
engines, making Coppercube a great choice. If you want to get serious with this program you will have import your own 3d
models, however. All in all, this programs compatibility with many 3d models, Java support, and many options for exportability
makes it a top choice.. Clearly inspired by the best elements of the genre (arcade gaming, FTL, Starfox) with tons of nice
throwbacks. Exciting gameplay with an adventurous streak is enhanced by some seriously delightful sci-fi music and sound
design.

Starship Rubicon also features surprisingly creative writing, a fun equipment allocation system (symmetry rules!) and even more
customization. Memorable and easy to get into, the game is a good introduction to the indie scene. Easily one of my favorites..
Stinks like baes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Minor spoilers, nothing that will give to much away
For a text based game it manages to pull off a sense of tension, dread and urgency. The story is interesting all the way through.
there are tonnes of endings, and you have a good amount of control over what the characters do, although once or twice they
ignored my orders and sometimes i wished for more options. over all though there is a good amount of meaningful choices to
make. there are 10 chapters (if you get the good ending) and 7 if you end up "elsewhere" i guess they ran out of time or
something because i would have loved to see more branches from that area. I really wish we got to see what was on the hard
drive you can recover (you can't to my knowledge) and it gets really tedious replaying sections of the story to find all the
endings, something that really bugged me after a while... I wish some character motives were a bit clearer and also for a better
understanding of what was happening in the soviet base.
However, The game has a pretty good story that kept me hooked and the graphical style, even though it is mainly just text was
really good, you should give your artist a raise. maybe you could add more branches and spend some more time with Sarge? also
fix his graphic for the finial chapter, witch seems to be replaced with Bones' for some reason. Really enjoyed it. worth the $4
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I've played 20 minutes of this game and I am gonna be honest, the develops clearly made bank with this masterpiece. Epic
Soundtrack, Epic Guns, Epic EVERYTHING! For 0.67 cents I couldn't have asked for a better experience. MUST BUY! Don't
@ Me. OMG I had so much fun playing this game. i played it in both timed and casual. I could complete all the levels in gold
trophy expect that one level where i have to collect 2 brown wool (can't remember which level) as the brown sheep was busy
eating,drinking water and mating. >:(. When the trees are speaking Vietnamese, and you aren't Vietnamese Lorax then you
know its cowbunga time.. Very bad port. Totally unfun to play on computer. Avoid.. If car mechanic simulator was too realistic
for you, this is the game for you.
It's pretty lackluster in most aspects.
-The models seem to be lacking any real depth detail
-The disassembly and assembly is toddler level at best
-Controls are somewhat clunky but makes it realistic in terms of never being able to reach that pesky bolt.
-Missions are more speed runs
-SEVERE lack of variety of vehicle

It ran on the first try though.
. I really wanted to like this game. It looks like it has a lot of potential and is the kind of game I've been enjoying lately.
However right now all it seems to amount to is five summer game days running around like a fool trying to accumulate enough
food, liquids, and wood to survive twelve winter game days without starving, dehydrating, or freezing to death. There is some
crafting that may make that easier but you don't really have time to do a lot or you won't get enough supplies to last the winter.
Like I said, I think there is a lot of potential here and I will keep an eye on how it developes. But right now I can't really
recommend it. There is a lot of balancing to be done.. I loved the art but I wish the game was a little longer or be able to skip
over the credits.. Cuphead is absolutely awesome.
It's one of the most challenging games I've played over the last years. Yes, the levels are hard, but fair and achievable.
For me personally, the graphics are the best part of the game - this vintage style gives me the feeling, that the game developer
drew every frame by hand - of course he didn't, but it reminds me of the old cartoons in my childhood :). This unit is a great
loco. A very nice addition to a nice route. It has a character all to itself. It's got great texture and stands out on Donner. It's a 9.8
out of 10 loco. The only flaw is it stands out to much.
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